ART. 398]
SPHERICAL CONDUCTOR.
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attraction or repulsion which the actual electricity on the surface produces that system of points is called an image. Thus, when the surface S is the external surface of a conductor, M: is the image of >/2, because the attraction which it exerts at points on the other side of S is the same as that due to the electrification on S when acted on by If2 .
397. Electricity on a sphere. To find the distribution of electricity on a sphere of conducting matter when acted on by an electrical point.
Let A be the centre of the sphere, B any external point, BD a tangent and DC a perpendicular on AB. Let the distances of A, B, G from D be respectively a, 6, c, so that a is the radius. Let the distances of B and G from the centre A be / and /'.
Since a?=ff\ the points B and 0 are inverse with regard to the sphere. If Q be any point on the sphere, the ratio CQ/BQ is constant and therefore (by
putting Q at D) equal to c/b (Art. 86). We also have, by the similar triangles BDC, BAD, c/b = a/f.
If then we place at B and G respectively quantities of electricity E = /j,b, J£' = — /jiC*, where p, is any constant, we have at any point Q of the surface
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i.e.  the sphere is a level surface of zero potential.    We may therefore at once apply Green's principles (Art. 395).
398. If the conducting mass is to be a solid sphere surrounded by a non-conducting medium, we remove the electrical point G and distribute the mass E' over the surface so that the surface density p at any point Q is given by 4>7rp = F, where F is the normal force at Q due to E and E' tending towards the side of the sphere on which the nori-condacting medium lies. The
* Since CQ*/BQ*=a2//'2 =/'//, it follows that the squares of the mass particles which, placed at the inverse points J5, (7, make the sphere a level surface of zero potential are proportional to the distances of those points from the centre. The centre of gravity of masses proportional to 1/E-, - I/IS'2, placed at B, C respectively, is at the centre A of the sphere. This result enables us to apply any of the theorems relating to the centre of gravity given in vol. i.
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